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Enclosure 1 contains the GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) response to the
subject NRC RAI originally transmitted via the Reference 1 letter and
supplemented by an NRC request for clarification in Reference 2.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

• .Kinsey
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing
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Response to Portion of NRC Request for
Additional Information Letter No. 68

Related to ESBWR Design Certification Application

Emergency Core Cooling Systems

RAI Number 6.3-46 S01
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NRC RAI 6.3-46 S01:

A. 10 CFR 50.46(a)(1)(i) states in part that:

"emergency core cooling system (ECCS) cooling performance must be
calculated in accordance with an acceptable evaluation model and must be
calculated for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents of different
sizes, locations, and other properties sufficient to provide assurance that the
most severe postulated loss-of-coolant accidents are calculated."

In response to RAI 6.3-46, MFN 07-049, GE provides the minimum chimney static
head for additional break locations that are not presented in the DCD. GE states
that "[t]he results show that the limiting cases are the main steam line (MSL) and
gravity drain line (GDL) breaks." Table 6.3-46-1 indicates that the IC return line
break has a lower chimney static head than the GDL line break. Provide additional
information justifying that the GDL is more limiting than the Isolation Condenser (IC)
return line break.

B. GE analyzes a break spectrum for the GDL break. For the nominal conditions, the
80% size break was the most limiting. GE then analyzes the 100% and the 80%
cases using bounding assumption and determined that the 100% was more limiting.
Explain why when using bounding assumptions the 80% case is not limiting like in
the nominal.

Explain why GE did not perform calculations for the rest of the spectrum using the
bounding conditions. Provide the plots of the static head in the chimney versus time
for this break spectrum study.

C. Justify the selection of the GDL break for the size study. Since the IC return line
break includes a loss of an additional high pressure injection source, a small break
in this line may be more limiting than a small GDL break.

D. The break spectrum analyzed only goes down to 20% of the maximum size. In a
teleconference with the NRC staff regarding this RAI response, GE stated that they
would provide a qualitative argument on why very small breaks are not limiting.
Please provide this.

GEH Response:

A. Table 6.3-46S01-A compares key parameters for the Gravity Drain Line (GDL) break
and Isolation Condenser (IC) Return (ICR) line break, including the break elevation,
the minimum chimney static head, and downcomer (DC) collapsed levels. The
minimum chimney static head for both cases are comparable (a difference of
0.08 m). The ICR line break elevation is 2 m higher than the Level 1 setpoint while
the GDL break elevation is 0.5 m below the Level 1 setpoint. As a result, the Level 1
trip for the ICR break occurs at 656 seconds, that is 488 seconds later than that for
the GDL break. Later Level 1 trip means lower reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
pressure and lower decay heat at the time of Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS) actuation. Consequently, less RPV inventory is lost through ADS and more
inventory remains inside the RPV, as shown in the comparison of minimum DC
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collapsed levels (Table 6.3-46S01-A and Figure 6.3-46S01-Cl). Based on the
above comparisons, the GDL case is selected as the limiting case because of lesser
RPV inventory at the time of Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) initiation.

Table 6.3-46S01 -A
Summary of ICR and GDL Lines Breaks (1 GDCS Injection Valve Failure)

Min. Min. DC
Break Elevation Break Chimney Collapsed

Line (Ref. to RPV Bottom) Size Level 1 Static Head Level (and
Break m m2  Timing (and Timing) Timing)

ICR 13.025 0.01824 656s 9.00m (990s) 6.88m (926s)

GDL 10.453 0.004561 168s 9.08m (539s) 6.47m (497s)

B. Figure 6.3-46S01-B1 shows the comparison of the chimney static head for the 100%
and 80% bounding cases, for the GDL break with one GDCS injection valve failure.
The chimney static head transients behave very similar and are comparable, with a
difference of 0.01 m in the minimum static head between these two cases. It is
noted that the chimney static head are well above the top of active fuel (TAF,
chimney static head of 7.45 m), with a margin of greater than 1.15 m to the TAF.
The difference in the minimum chimney static heads is small comparing to the
margin. The 100% case is selected as the limiting case since the minimum chimney
static head is 0.01 m lower than that for the 80% case.

Figure 6.3-46S01-B2 shows the comparison of the chimney static head of the break
spectrum study for the nominal cases with one GDCS injection valve failure. Since
the chimney static head for the 60%, 40% and 20% cases are higher than those for
the 100% and 80% cases, the re-analyses with the bounding conditions for those
cases are not necessary.
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Figure 6.3-46S01-BI. Comparison of Chimney Static Head -
GDL Bounding Cases (100% versus 80% Break)
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Figure 6.3-46S01-B2. Comparison of Chimney Static Head -
GDL Nominal Cases (100%, 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% Break)
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C. Figure 6.3-46S01-C1 shows the comparison of the DC collapsed levels and the
Level 1 timings for the GDL and ICR line break cases. For the ICR line break, due
to higher break elevation, the Level 1 trip occurs at 656 seconds, which is
488 seconds later than that for the GDL break. For the ICR line break, the RPV
inventory at the time of GDCS flow initiation is greater than that for the GDL break
(see discussion in Paragraph A).

Figures 6.3-46S01-C2 and 6.3-46S01-C3 show the IC drain flow and GDCS flow into
the vessel for the GDL and ICR line break cases, respectively. The draining of the
initial inventory in the IC drain lines (three lines for the GDL break versus two lines
for the ICR line break) occurs early in the transient (from 20 seconds to 55 seconds).
The additional inventory from one extra IC drain line may have small effect on the
timing of the Level 1 trip. However, it is expected to be even smaller when
comparing to the effect of the break pipe elevation.

It is noted that the minimum chimney static head occurs at about 100 seconds after
the initiation of the GDCS flow (Table 6.3-46S01-A and Figures 6.3-46S01-C2 and
6.3-46S01-C3). Comparison of Figures 6.3-46S01-C2 and 6.3-46S01-C3 show that
the maximum GDCS flow rate for the GDL break case is lower than that for the ICR
line break case, due to one broken GDCS injection line in the GDL break case.
Lower GDCS flow rate suggests slower rate for the turn-around and increase of the
water levels in the chimney and RPV.

Figure 6.3-46S01-C4 shows the comparison of the DC collapsed levels and Level 1
timings for the GDL break spectrum cases (nominal 100%, 80%, 60%, 40% and
20% breaks). The Level 1 timing and minimum DC level increase as the break size
reduces. As a result, the RPV inventory at the time of GDCS flow initiation
increases as the break size reduces. It is expected that this effect would be more
pronounced for the ICR line break case due to higher break elevation.

Based On the above discussions, the GDL break is selected for break spectrum
study because it is more limiting than that for the ICR line break.
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Figure 6.3-46S01-C1. Comparison of GDL and
(100% Break)
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Figure 6.3-46S01 -C2. Flows Into Vessel, GDL Line Break
(Nominal Case, 100% Break)
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Figure 6.3-46S01-C3. Flows Into Vessel, ICR Line Break
(Nominal Case, 100% Break)
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Figure 6.3-46S01-C4. Comparison of GDL Break Spectrum (Nominal Cases) -
DC Collapsed Levels
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D. Figure 6.3-46S01-C4 shows the comparison of the DC collapsed levels and Level 1
timings for the GDL break spectrum cases (nominal 100%, 80%, 60%, 40% and
20% breaks). The Level 1 timing and minimum DC level increase as the break size
reduces. Later Level 1 trip means lower RPV pressure and lower decay heat at the
time of ADS actuation. Consequently, less RPV inventory is lost through ADS and
more inventory remains inside the RPV. As a result, the RPV inventory at the time
of GDCS flow initiation increases as the break size reduces. Consequently, the
minimum chimney static head increases as the break size reduces (response to
RAI 6.3-46, MFN 07-049).

For break size smaller than 20% of the GDL break case, the trend on the Level 1
timing is expected to continue because smaller break flow will take even longer time
to reach the Level 1 setpoint. Similarly, the RPV inventory at the time of GDCS flow
initiation and minimum static head increase as the break size continues to reduce.

Based on the above discussions, cases with break size smaller than 20% of the
GDL break case are not limiting and results are bounded by those discussed in
response to RAI 6.3-46, MFN 07-049.

DCD Impact:

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.


